
Winter 2014 Anime

Meganekko no Mega-Neko (12 episodes)
Megu is a bookish, shy girl who has always been teased for her short-sightedness. She hoped 

university would be a fresh start but her life was turned upside down when a stray cat turned up on her 
doorstep. Neku the cat has a laidback outlook and a huge appetite and soon enough people were calling the 
pair "Glasses Girl and the Huge Cat." "Meganekko no Mega-Neko" follows their adventures.

Shield of Steel (39 episodes)
A groundbreaking collaboration between Ryosuke Takahashi (Armoured Trooper VOTOMS, Panzer 

World Galient) and Gen Urobochi (Madoka*Magica, Psycho-Pass), Shield of Steel is a science-fiction 
drama. In the year 3156, the Nugen Empire is at an impasse it its war with the Gloval Alliance. Wars are 
fought with Steels, hybrid fighter/power armour suits capable of boosting a human's combat capabilities 
beyond all norms. Kristana is a Gloval Steel pilot who after a routine patrol goes horribly wrong finds herself 
in possession of military secrets the Nugen would kill to recover.

Black Lagoon Gaiden: The 3rd Grade (11 episodes)
A comic spin on the popular BLACK LAGOON series, in THE THIRD GRADE hard-to-like hit-girl 

Revy ends up on her toughest mission yet. After annoying Balalaika one too many times, she is tasked with 
going undercover in a Japanese school to protect the daughter of a business magnate. With her crew trying to 
help from the sidelines, will she be able to keep her cool and deal with this challenge?

Aquarion ReVOL (26 episodes)
It is the year 36,000. A tramp known only as Yen wanders into the Element Corporation's 

headquarters and declares himself to be the legendary hero Gen Fudo - but Fudo was last seen 12,000 years 
ago! Yen seems to know all of Element's dirty secrets, including the legendary Sealed Power, Aquarion. As 
Element's excavations on the Second Moon risk uncovering an evil long thought sealed away in the Second 
Element War, it falls to Yen to find the three chosen youths who can unseal Aquarion and save Earth again.

Time of WARLOCK (13 episodes)
Following the discovery of a magical power known as Arcane, schools for magic-users called 

WARLOCKS were established. The story follows a young Warlock called Shuu and his friendship with tutor 
Masako and his classmates. When the dark and mysterious Eru, a delinquent Warlock, goes rogue, will Shuu 
and Masako be able to stop him?

ARABIA no Ou Monogatari (13 episodes)
Kalinam is the young king of Arabia, ascended to the throne after his father's unfortunate death. 

However, Arabian law claims that a king cannot be a true king unless he marries within the first year of his 
reign. Vizier Qarif has selected Kalinam a veritable harem of princesses who will live in his palace and wait 
for the young king to make his choice.

My Parents Issued Me an Ultimatum - Make My Little Sister Less Chuu2 or Get a Job! (11 episodes)
Ryusei is an ordinary high-schooler whose life has just taken a distinctly shocking turn! His parents 

have given him one school term to turn his sister Kusuha from a dreadful chuunibyou more interested in 
cosplay and video games than studying into a model student - otherwise he'll be expected to help out at his 
father's Mochi stall instead of going to the hot-springs with his classmates including the beautiful Rei!

Heroic Ally of Justice Mio-Chan*! (52 episodes)
When danger troubles La Gias, the Masoukishin turn to one girl - Mio! In this hilarious spin-off of 

the popular Super Robot Wars games, Mio and her faithful robot Zamzeed take to the stage to fight all 
manner of weird and wonderful foes challenging La Gias - and ending up having to save that useless boy 
Masaki every time he gets lost!

Dojikko Robo Valsi-chan (Short animations)
A lonely scientist builds a robot maid, Valsi-Chan, to look after his lab while he works. There's one 

problem - she's a bit too clumsy, overly energetic and armed to the teeth!



Daiguard Season 2: The Dramatic Return of 21st Century Defence Security! (26 episodes)
Follow up to the classic robot anime TERRESTRIAL DEFENCE CORP DAIGUARD. Shunsuke 

Akagi thought he'd seen the back of the Heterodyne – and his dreams of being a super robot pilot - once he 
got promoted to office manager - but when suddenly a new alien threat turns up and kicks Kokubogar to the 
curb, humanity's only saviour is Daiguard!

Hoshi no Oujosama (24 episodes)
Minako Falina is the daughter of a once-great space admiral in the 42nd century. Her destiny is to go 

to the Nebula Academy, a high school for the  elite of the elite - but times have changed and the Falina name 
is no longer as highly regarded as she expects. Political rivalries are reduced down to bullying and teasing in 
class as Minako has to fight to prove she is a worthy candidate for the Fleet.

Aria: The Emotion (11 episodes)
Sequel to the long-running ARIA franchise. The time has come for the heroine of the previous Aria 

series, now the Aria Company's owner, to choose her own apprentice. This series follows her reflecting back 
on her past working for the company and the ways in which she passes this on to her successor.

New ARIEL Visual (39 episodes)
Adaptation of the ARIEL light novels.

There's an Elf on the School Council?! (11 episodes)
Students at the College of Mages fight tooth and nail in the Magical Tournament to become Class 

President and stand a chance of competing for places on the School Council. When Erinia,  an Elf princess, 
is voted to the council, hijinks occur as her sheltered lifestyle clashes with the other student mages.

Hoshi-Kira Precure (52 episodes)
Precure show with a space theme. Totally not Sailor Moon.


